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Gold lion shiki canon



Ahoy! This is the 105th Today's article. Shiki has been involved, which means that it was chosen as an article of interest. Chapter 0; Chapter 530 (mentioned); Section 425; [1] Film 10[2] Golden Lion Pirates; Rocks Pirates (formerly); [3] Impel Down (formerly) Pirate; Captain/Admiral; Prisoner of the large
prison (former)[1] Shiki Golden Lion (中獅g中中 Kinjishi no Shiki?); [1] The Flying Pirate (中中中中中, Soratobu Kaizoku?) [1] The Golden Lion Shiki, also known as the Flying Pirate,[1] is the admiral[5] of the Golden Lion Pirates, the first known[6] prisoner ever to escape from Impel Down[1] and a former
member of the Rocks Pirates. [3] He wreaked havoc on the oceans during Roger's time and is the main antagonist of the tenth One Piece film. Appearance[edit | edit source] Shiki is a massive pirate dressed in traditional Japanese clothing consisting of an orange trimmed, red and a black kimono robe tied
together with a dark green sceand, and a golden chain around his waist; he also wears a yellow striped tattered haori coat draped over his shoulders. He has golden man-like hair, stretches down to the ground, and on top of his head is part of a steering wheel that got stuck in his head after his fight with
Roger. The doctor has noted that trying to remove it can lead to death, because it is in too deep. Shiki himself thought he looked like a whot without knowing that it was himself when you looked into a mirror. As for his facial features, he sports a golden bushy tassel of hair for a beard at the bottom of his
chin, and a black goatee with pointed edges surrounding his mouth. His eyebrows are dark and pointed too, and he has some purple spots on the left side of his face just around his right eye indicating his age. He's usually seen smoking cigars. [2] Twenty years ago, his hair covered the now bald top part of
his head, and the fur on his shoulders had a different pattern, with large floral motifs on it. Instead of using more conventional prosthesis after cutting off his own legs to escape Impel Down, he uses his own swords as prosthetic legs, which he openly shows. Gallery[edit | edit source] Personality[edit | edit
source] Shiki comes out as very easygoing and comical. He takes most of it with a happy smile and even get a steering bar stuck in his head, losing half his Pirate fleet to Roger, or cutting off his feet not getting him down much. The only thing Shiki has ever shown fear of is storms, possibly due to the fact
that his fleet was once devastated by one when fighting roger pirates, but more likely due to the fact that even he has not full control of his flying masses when in the middle of one. He also seems to be a little absent-minded, as he often mistakes things for other things, such as a giant stormy cloud for a
perm, or Scarlet for a relative of his. He likes dance, as when first introduced to Nami he was seen performing a dance with Indigo and Scarlet. The three of them often act as a comic trio. He also seems to have a talent for planning, often coming up with grandiose (which he once tried to invite Roger to
participate in) that can be incredibly long-term, and even Whitebeard seems to gently see him in this regard. He is also usually a quiet person on most occasions and after being notified by Dr. Indigo that the development of the SIQ formula on the fauna of all sixteen floating islands would require a period
of twenty years to accomplish, Shiki was quite happy to wait so long, suggesting a high degree of patience and dedication to maintain their plans. Sometimes though, his anger and anger would cause him to perform reckless maneuvers that contradicted his cunning mentality (such as his one-handed
assault of Marineford that resulted in his imprisonment in Impel Down and the loss of his legs). Shiki also proved to be a very charismatic and capable leader, managing to develop pirate armada on at least two occasions in his career (the first was commented on as an exceptionally large fleet even in the
New World; Whitebeard Pirates division total is 1,600 pirates as a comparison, and the other looked to be almost as big had Shiki not been stopped prematurely); he also treated his direct crew with compassion and respect, as if they were his own family, though he was not above killing less subordinate
for the most superficial of reasons. According to Garp, he is not the kind of person who could tolerate a peaceful era for too long, but also added that Shiki would not embark on anything big without extensive planning and preparation in advance. This strongly means that Shiki had the drive and mindset of
a warmonger. He has shown that when time demands it, he can be completely ruthless, for example, when he slaughtered dozens of Marines in Marineford, shot one of his subordinates in irritation, destroyed the only village on Merveille only to prove the strength of his mutated animals to his allies, and
tried to destroy the entire East Blue, a sea he calls the weakest and which in the years he has begun to hate , because of the man who defeated him comes from there and has died there. Like other characters in One Piece, Shiki has a distinct laugh: Jihahahaha (中中中中中, Jihahahaha?).
Relationships[edit | edit source] Crew[edit | edit source] Through Shiki's own admission, he values his closest crewmates very much. However, this respect does not seem to extend to the lower members of his fleet and will not hesitate to harm them unless they live up to his expectations, as he was seen
shooting one of them in one leg simply because he informed him of Roger's capture; he also shot one of his navigators for his unconductivity in weather forecasts Scarlet, Shiki and Indigo do a sketch. Dr. Indigo has spent over twenty years on Shiki's service, and the two engage as a comic manzai duo
alongside Scarlet, although their gags often fail to elicit any reaction in front of their audience. Shiki doesn't mind being beaten by the doctor when he mistakes something for another thing, and he stands the sound of Indigo shoes, despite them annoying him. He (along with everyone else) is completely
surprised when they realize he can talk, even though he spoke to them before. When Shiki says or does something stupid, Indigo beats him. Indigo also has a habit of trying to explain something to Shiki through odd movements and gestures until Shiki tells him to just come out and say it (but at one point
in the film, Shiki understood what he was trying to say a lot to Indigo's surprise). Shiki seems to be fond of Scarlet, as the gorilla is almost always seen by his side, and he also participates in his and Indigo's comic skits. He often mistakes Scarlet as a relative. Shiki admires both Nami's forecasting ability,
having enlisted her as his crew's navigator, and her beauty, as he refers to her as Baby.. After she betrayed him, however, he showed no hesitation in leaving her to die. Enemies[edit | edit source] Gol D. Roger [edit | edit source] Shiki is one of the many Pirates whose greatest respect had been won by
Roger. In fact, during their youth, the two Pirates flew into several skirmishes against each other because of their separate ideals (Shiki wanted to control everything, while Roger simply wanted to remain free), but in their final battle, Shiki was shown to be willing to deal with the past that lets bygone times
be bygone, if Roger would only agree to form an alliance with him , and was even ready to work alongside the Pirate King for his grand dream of conquest, offering to have the famous world as the spoils. However, Roger may not have viewed him the same way, apparently having refused Shiki's hand of
friendship many times before; the fact that Roger didn't bother to at least talk to Shiki before his execution, as he had done with both Whitebeard and Garp, suggests that he didn't think much of Shiki as a rival. When Roger was captured by marines, Shiki angrily invaded Marineford, saying he should have
killed him himself, and when in Impel Down, he thought of his old rival, showing grief because of all the new rookies who want to invade the Grand Line, and veterans like Roger dying. World Government [edit | edit source] Shiki is also a firm opposer of both the World Government and the Marines: he tried
to conquer the former with an army of mutated animals, as seen in Stark's world, and in Chapter 0 the Marines are considered too weak to capture a man like Roger. However, he was defeated by Sengoku and Garp, and this may have caused him to hate the two as well. the first time he reappeared to the
world after 20 years he once again attacked Marine headquarters, as a warning. Sengoku saw Shiki as his main enemy twenty years ago in the same sentence that Garp saw Gol. D. Roger. Shiki was also the first prisoner to escape from the large impel down prison, cutting off his own shackled bones and
later replacing them with his own personal swords as prosthetic limbs. Shiki's incident damaged the pride of the prison and Magellans, who was deputy warden at the time. Straw Hat Pirates[edit | edit source] Twenty years after Indigo began creating his monstrous army, one of them, Boss, escaped, and
Shiki tried to reclaim him by making an offer with the captain of the Amigo Pirates; if Largo could reclaim boss, he would be invited to become commander of the Golden Lion Pirates' 51st Division. In the end, Largo was defeated by Monkey D. Luffy and the entire Amigo Pirates were arrested at Little East
Blue. Shiki, not knowing that Luffy was the one who defeated Largo, merely stated that this one setback would not interfere with his final plan. Continuing with his plans, Shiki continued to recruit powerful allies to accompany him in world domination, as well as to destroy East Blue, because Shiki carries a
grudge to the sea for being Roger's death scene. When he came across Nami, he noted her exceptional navigation skills and beauty, and forced her to join his crew by holding her comrades hostage. Eventually, the rest of straw hat attacked Pirates Shiki to retrieve Nami and to stop the Golden Lion Pirates
from attacking East Blue.  Tony Tony Chopper and Nico Robin went to destroy Indigos' laboratory where the SIQ drug was, to prevent longer mutant animals from being created, while the rest of the herd attacked Shiki's allies and palaces. Nami tricked Shiki to guide Merveille, now transformed into a
floating island fortress with Shiki's levitation powers, into a lightning storm, and with it, Monkey D. Luffy crashed a lightning-enhanced giant leg down on Shiki and the floating island, defeating the Flying Pirate and sending mutants plummeting into the sea.  Second[edit | edit source] Edward Newgate[edit |
edit source] Shiki and Whitebeard discuss Shiki's plans after his escape. Before Roger's era, they were part of the Rocks Pirates. After the incident at God Valley, they went their separate ways to form their own respective crew. Although shiki was clearly not an ally of his, he did not have a bad relationship
with Whitebeard. He thought of him as a strong man, able to take over Roger in the dominion of the sea, as he said when they drank together at Moby Dick and talking about old times. Whitebeard was apparently knowledgeable about Shiki's penchant for planning. Abilities and powers[edit | edit source]
During the Rogers era, Shiki was one of the Powerful pirate figures of the time, to be level with Sengoku, Garp, Whitebeard, and Roger as a living legend. Prior to that time, Shiki was a member of rocks pirates, a powerful crew whose members included three future emperors and was remarkable enough
to be known as a feared peer within the group. Shiki commanded a large pirate crew of at least 51 divisions,[7] like to Krieg Pirates and White Beard pirates, showing off considerable military force. It is unknown how strong his crew was, but what is known is that the largest pirate fleet was under his
control at the time. Physical Abilities[edit | edit source] Together with Roger and Whitebeard, Shiki is one of the most powerful pirates of his generation and showed incredible physical power. He has tremendous physical strength complemented by his supreme sword skills, allowing him to slay an army of
Marines alone at Marineford, and it took combined efforts of both Garp and Sengoku to subdue him with the conclusion of their fight leaving half of Marineford destroyed. After his capture, he was imprisoned in level 6 by Impel Down and survived in prison despite his injuries from the previous battle. He has
a massive level of stamina that he was able to survive with parts of a steering bar permanently embedded deep into his head, a feat that impressed Indigo, and a tremendous tolerance to pain. After he amputated his own legs to break free from the Sea Stone Shackles, Shiki was completely unfazed by
the pain, even casually smoking a cigar as he joked around with Hannyabal. Without any medical treatment with profuse and excessive bleeding, he successfully broke out of the impenetrable safety defense of Impel Down on his own. Later, in a rough form of emergency treatment, Shiki forcefully grafted
his swords into the inner stumps of his amputated legs. Although shiki shed even more blood, he shrugged it off. Even in old age, Shiki remained extremely powerful even though his strength has waned over time. He was able to block Sanji's kick with one hand and denied Zoro's powerful slash with his
legs and sent him crashing to the ground with a crushing punch. He was able to fight on par with Luffy in his Gear Second mode and withstand several attacks in turn. He also resisted Chopper's Kokutei Roseo Metel with almost no injury at all. Tactical Skills [edit | edit source] Shiki was also significantly
cunning and resourceful as a pirate, able to remain hidden from the world government for 20 years despite his famous status while keeping his plan in action. Within his compound, Shiki had a communications network set over his chain of floating islands to monitor public surface activity, and had
established a base of operations within Merveille to accommodate his large armada for decades. Shiki also had access to the SIQ formula developed by his Doctor Indigo, with an entire laboratory laboratory at Merveille dedicated to its further research. Shiki also proved to be a very charismatic and
capable leader, managing to develop pirate armada on at least two occasions in his career (the first was commented on as an exceptionally large fleet even in the New World, whitebeard pirates division total is 1,600 pirates as a comparison, and the second looked to be almost as big had Shiki not been
stopped prematurely). Swordsmanship[edit | edit source] Shiki uses his swordsmanship skills in connection with his Devil Fruit powers. Shiki possesses great skills in swordmanship as he dual-wielded Oto and Kogarashi to single-handedly massacre an entire army of Marines before being subdued by
Garp and Sengoku. After the two swords became his prosthetic legs, not only does he have a little difficulty standing or walking while using them, he is also capable of attacking from afar with them by sending slashes from his sword legs in a Rankyaku fashion. These air-blades have a light-yellow/gold
color-scheme, which matches his epithet. He also combines his sword skills with his Fuwa Fuwa no Mi, such as slashing open a body of water and then hovering it to drown his opponents. He averted all the slashes from Zoros Nanajuni Pound Ho with great speed and reflexes, and later another attack
from Zoro's was countered in the air and he knocked Zoro back down to the ground with great force. He could also fight in pairs against Roger, and later it took both Garp and Sengoku in their prime to catch him alive. Devil Fruit[edit | edit source] Additional information: Fuwa Fuwa no Mi Shiki demonstrates
his ability. Shiki ate Fuwa Fuwa no Mi, a Paramecia type Devil Fruit that allows him to make surrounding non-living matter soar once he has come into contact with it. [8] Shiki states that once he has done something floating, it will remain so until he himself repents or he loses consciousness. He has
proven to make several marine ships and even large island areas float. He seems to have mastered the use of this fruit, as he has demonstrated a variety of skills that manipulate the surrounding non-living environment in complicated ways, even manipulating it from its simplest components, such as earth
fragments and snowflakes used to build up gigantic, elaborate structures that are then used to attack for a variety of purposes. When Shiki attacks, he uses the surrounding environment against his enemies, shapes soil or snow into giant lion heads and launches them against his enemies, or even makes
water flow to drown his opponents in it. As stated, his powers cannot be used on any living issue other than himself, meaning he cannot touch another person, animal or plant and cause them to levitate. Island Ship[edit | edit source] information: Island Ship In the early segment of Strong World, Shiki is
revealed to have a small island into his personal flagship with Fuwa Fuwa no Mi powers. Because of this, in addition to serving as the crew's captain, Shiki also acts as their rorsman and as such, any change in course that must take place first must be conveyed by the crew to Shiki to carry out the change
of direction. Weapons[edit | edit source] Swords[edit | edit source] Additional information: Oto and Kogarashi Shiki's sword-bone. Shiki possesses two double-edged swords named Oto and Kogarashi, which he says were known. In the past he used them as ordinary swords, but after fleeing Impel Down,
his missing legs replaced them. Despite the cumbersome appearance, Shiki has no problems with its balance or walking capacity. Flintlock[edit | edit source] He was also seen using a flintlock gun at various times, and seems to be quite accurate with it. History[edit | edit source] Past[edit | edit source]
Early History[edit | edit source] Over 40 years ago he was a member of the legendary Rocks Pirates, along with future Emperors Whitebeard, Kaido and Big Mom. At least 33 years ago, after the Rocks Pirates disbanded, Shiki formed his own crew, the Golden Lion Pirates. [9] Eddkriget[edit | edit source]
Golden Lion Pirates vs. Roger Pirates. Twenty seven years ago, two years before Gol D. Roger and his crew reached Laugh Tale, Shiki had learned that Roger had found an old weapon. Seeing the opportunity, he asked Roger if they could come together. With his large pirate fleet and Roger's knowledge
of an ancient weapon, Shiki believed that together they could take over the world and asked Roger to become his right-hand man. Roger, however, refused Shiki's offer saying there was no point in being a pirate if he couldn't do as he wanted. A major naval battle soon ensued between their crews at Edd
War. Due to a storm that happened during their fight, Shiki unfortunately lost and half of its fleet sunk. Despite this and getting a piece of a steering bar into his head that almost killed him, Shiki came to have great respect for Roger. Incarceration and Escape[edit | edit source] Shiki on fighting Admiral
Sengoku and Vice Admiral Garp. After hearing that Roger had been captured, Shiki shot the man who had informed him and went to Marineford on his own where he assaulted several Marines. He shouted out how he couldn't believe how such could have caught Roger and told them to take him out if they
had him so he could kill him with his own hands. Shiki was suddenly approached by Sengoku who went on to explain that he would never have another fight with Roger that he could win and then be able to escape. Sengoku goes on to explain that Roger was scheduled to be executed in Loguetown, The
Town of Beginnings, within a week and that the execution was meant to break the heart of every pirate. As Shiki lamented, the fact that the Legend of the Pirate King, Roger would end in the weakest sea and how it would be the greatest insult to him, appears Monkey D. Garp and tells him that East Blue
was a symbol of peace while Sengoku declares that they will not let him interfere in the execution. Both Garp and Sengoku are preparing to fight and an unseen battle began between the three who destroyed half of Marineford, but to lost Shiki and were imprisoned in Impel Down. Shiki who was broken in
his cell and heard about how everyone was looking to find Roger's treasure. He thought to himself that he would prove to the world how pirates were the rulers of the world. Twenty years ago, Shiki was considered the first prisoner to escape from the great Impel Down prison, cutting off his own shackles
legs and later replacing them with his own personal swords as prosthetics. Because of this incident, Sengoku said it was a serious mistake on their part to let him escape. [10] [11] He later sought out Whitebeard and offered him to be part of his plan even though he was shortened as Whitebeard
threatened to throw him overboard if he didn't shut up. Shiki then revealed to Whitebeard that he would disappear for a while and that he would show the real fear of pirates for the rookie pirates. Shiki was then spotted on a mountain on an unexplored Grand Line island. He asked Dr. Indigo how the
experiment would come and was told by Dr. Indigo that he made a discovery that there was a balance between plants and animals on the island. He also explained that many plants and animals could not be found anywhere else as Shiki interrupted him. Shiki ordered him to get straight to the point, and
asked Dr. Indigo how long would his plan take, and was told it would take twenty years at least. Accepting this, Shiki said he would then implement his plan for 20 years, and then he would show them hell on earth by releasing lots of mutated animals into the world that resemble boss, declaring war with the
world. The following events are Non-Canon and therefore are not considered part of the Canon story. Little East Blue Arc[edit | edit source] After 20 years had passed, Shiki was set to set in motion his plan. But one of his animals, a large horned beetle, escaped from his base of operations. He contacted
Amigo Pirates and their leader, Largo and Corto, and offered to let them join his conference provided they retrieve the beetle for him. But they failed thanks to Straw Hats (although Shiki was unaware of this) and Shiki finally dismissed the escaped beetle, citing an escapee would not stop his plans. One
Piece Film: Strong World[edit | edit source] Over the years in Merveille, Indigo managed to develop from a local plant, IQ, a serum called SIQ, that if it is injected into animals, it improves their evolutionary process, giving them the ability to adapt to the natural environment better. With the help of this
incredible drug, Shiki began to create his own army of mutated animals to defeat the world government. After collecting a large amount of these animals as well as old and new allies, Shiki sent some of them to attack East Blue, causing incredible damage. He then reappeared to the world in Marineford,
flew over the island with his ship and destroyed several Marine battleships by levitate them and then crushing them to the ground, as a warning to his old enemies. [2] Shiki and the Straw Hats meet for the first time. After that, he came across straw hat pirates by accident. Nami felt the weather change and
warned everyone of an upcoming storm. Luffy called out to Shiki's ship and tried to warn them and got Shiki's attention. Shiki sent down a tone dial to record the warning. His own navigators initially disagreed that a storm was approaching, but it seemed, and with Nami's direction, both ships successfully
escaped it. Afterwards, Shiki shot his navigator and came down to Sunny to meet Nami. There he revealed that he has a Devil Fruit power that allows him to make all the lifeless objects he touches ignore gravity and float. After learning that it was Nami who delivered the warning and that they were on their
way to East Blue, Shiki offered to take them there and used his power on Sunny. But it was all a fraud: The flying pirate brought the straw hat up into heaven to his base, Merveille. There he kidnapped Nami, wanted her as his navigator, and sent the others flying to the nearby islands hovered by his
powers, as he prayed for his mutated animals. [2] Shiki asked Nami to be his navigator, but she refused. Dr. Indigo showed up with a developed bird named Billy that can generate electricity to show it to Shiki, but after being shocked by it, Shiki tossed aside. It was explained that a plant called IQ can
cause animals to develop very quickly, making them very strong. Dr. Indigo showed that he improved the drug, dubbing the SIQ, which Shiki had used on the island's animals, causing them to mutate to large proportions as well as increasing their intellect and aggression. Nami protected Billy, and the bird
was left with her as Shiki and his men left behind. [2] Shiki confronts the Straw Hats. After Nami escaped with Billy, Shiki chased her to the only village on the island, where she had taken refuge with some other members of the Straw Hats. The Golden Lion easily defeated Luffy, Zoro, Usopp, Sanji and
Chopper, trapping them in a giant pillar of earth with their powers, and eventually convinced Nami to join her crew, promising to spare her former crewmates and East Blue. Usopp, the only remaining crew member conscious, tried to stop her, but Shiki knocked him out. [2] He gave Nami a Tonval to leave a
final farewell to his friends before up her again to her base. He had his Witness the destruction of the village at the hands of his mutated animals as evidence of their strength. After that, he was informed of something by Indigo that turned out to be Nami's attempt to destroy the trees that protect his palace
from the wild animals, so that the place would be destroyed by his own bestial minions. After seemingly thwarting her plan, he had his subordinates immobilize her with long spears and left her to die of daft disease she incurred during her attempt to blow away the trees. [2] He called the pirates under his
command to drink with him, and explained his plan. While preparing a toast for the start of the operation, the Straw Hats broke into the palace with the help of Sunny and then marched into the large meeting room that swung various firearms. After a brief confrontation in which Shiki simply called them a
suicide squad and uncovered hundreds of men around them, Luffy said that Nami was simply the vanguard and that they were the main force. The straw hats unloaded their firearms in the room, defeating most of those gathered before they split up to defeat the rest. [2] Luffy vs. Shiki. Luffy punched Shiki
in the face and Shiki fled the room with Luffy chasing after him. After Nami and Billy destroyed Daft Green, animals from outside stormed the palace, adding chaos within. Shiki was furious and tried to kill Nami, Usopp and Chopper. However, Luffy appeared in Gear Second and began fighting him with the
help of Billy. Luffy, still battling Shiki, was overwhelmed when Shiki surrounded him with water. Shiki then received a Den Den Mushi call warning of the storm and asking him to redirect the island as he did. Unknown to him, the call was in fact forced by Usopp and Chopper and that Nami had led them
directly into the storm. The various remaining pirates realized this and retreated, while the Straw Hats rigged the palace with explosives. Shiki returned to the palace and confronted them, but luffy also returned, after recovering. [2] Shiki is defeated by Luffy. Once again using Gear Third, Luffy placed his
giant foot in the clouds, getting an electric charge and used this to improve his giant axe. Shiki initially thought the lights would kill Luffy, not knowing Luffy's rubber body would protect him. When Shiki realized his mistake, Luffy hit him with the attack, both crushing and electrifying him to the ground,
defeating him and destroying an entire island in the process. [2] When he was beaten, Shiki questioned whether he was meant to be defeated once again by a man from East Blue before shouting Roger's name. With his defeat, the control his power held over the flying islands disappeared, forcing them to
crash into the sea. Shiki was last seen falling unconscious in the sea as well, followed briefly by his subordinates Indigo and Scarlet. The Marines visibly got on him and hurry to catch him, but it is unknown if they succeeded. [2] End non-canon section. Major Battles[edit | edit source] Movie Battles[edit |
edit source] Early One Piece[edit | edit source] Early Shiki sketches. In the early design sketches of Shiki, Oda originally drew Shiki as bald and with more lion-like facial features. In a later draft by Shiki, Oda pulled him with the steering wheel but embedded in his head in a different position. In an interview
on Strong World, Oda also revealed that he originally intended this concept of Shiki to be used for Bartholomew Kuma. But he turned down the idea but later decided to use it for Shiki. [12] [13] Anime and Manga Differences[edit | edit source] A notable difference between the anime and manga versions of
episode 0 is that during the scene Shiki escapes Impel Down, his severed feet are barefoot in manga, while in anime, they hold the traditional Impel Downs shoes. Merchandise[edit | edit source] Video Games[edit | edit source] Playable Appearances[edit | edit source] Support Appearances[edit | edit
source] Trivia[edit | edit source] A fan noticed Shiki mentioned in manga and asked Oda if the character was one and the same with the character in the film. Oda confirmed that the two characters were one and the same, and explained more about him. Originally, Oda wanted Shiki mentioned during the
meeting between Shanks and Whitebeard. However, he held back because he thought it could be too much info for readers and confuse them. At the time, he did not know that the story of the pirate who wreaked havoc during Roger's time would be made into a film. [14] His overall design resembles a
typical shogun. In an early trailer for the film Strong World, Shiki was seen wearing different outfits than he wore in the film itself. Shiki was seen wearing a white suit with red marks on her sleeves. He also seemed much slimmer and wore a red sword. Like his named crew members, Shiki can be themed
on a color, which in his case is gold. The lion is traditionally referred to as the King of Beasts, fitting Shiki's control over many animals. Shiki commands a bestial crew similar to Kaido of the four emperors. Coincidentally, they were once crew members on the same ship. One of the movie trailers for One
Piece: Stampede showed a scene from the film where Shiki's wanted poster was shown in the background with a bounty of about 60,000,000. But this scene in the film corrected the poster to show Capone Bege and his bounty instead. [15] References[edit | edit source] ↑ 1.0 1.1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.5 One
Piece Manga and Anime — Vol. 54 Chapter 530 (p. 5) and Episode 425. ↑ 2.00 2.01 2.02 2.03 2.04 2.05 2.06 2.07 2.08 2.09 2.10 A piece movie 10, Shiki appears in movie 10. ↑ 3.0 3.1 A piece Manga — Vol. 95 Chapter 957 (p. 6), Sengoku talks about rocks ↑ One piece blue deeply: Character world (p.
62) , his birthday is revealed. ↑ One piece blue deeply: Character world (p. 74) , Shiki seen as admiral of golden lion pirates. ↑ SBS one piece Manga — Vol. 91, Morley is revealed to have fled from Impel down secretly. ↑ An Anime piece — Episode 426, Shiki Largo offers to be his 51st division
commander. ↑ A paragraph film 10, Shikis Devil's name is revealed. ↑ One piece Manga — Vol. 95 chapter 962 (p. 13). ↑ A piece Manga and Anime — Vol. 54 chapter530 and Episode 425, Shiki is stated to be the first prisoner to escape Impel down. ↑ A piece Manga and Anime — Vol. 0 chapter 0 and
Episode 426, Shiki is shown to have escaped from his cell by cutting off his own legs. ↑ One piece Manga — Vol. 0, early sketches of Shiki are seen. ↑ Strong world sketch book Interview — Oda tells where and who he originally wanted to have steering wheels in the main concept. ↑ SBS One Piece
Manga — Vol. 55 fan questions: is the Shiki of the movie one and the same one mentioned by Sengoku?. ↑ [Trailer for Film 14] - Shiki's bounty poster is seen in One Piece: Stampedes movie trailer. [edit | edit source] source]
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